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Abstract

Lyric translation, a field studied for over a century, is now attracting computational linguistics researchers. We

identified two limitations in previous studies. Firstly, lyric translation studies have predominantly focused on

Western genres and languages, with no previous study centering on K-pop despite its popularity. Second, the field
of lyric translation suffers from a lack of publicly available datasets; to the best of our knowledge, no such dataset
exists. To broaden the scope of genres and languages in lyric translation studies, we introduce a novel singable

lyric translation dataset, approximately 89% of which consists of K-pop song lyrics. This dataset aligns Korean

and English lyrics line-by-line and section-by-section. We leveraged this dataset to unveil unique characteristics

of K-pop lyric translation, distinguishing it from other extensively studied genres, and to construct a neural lyric

translation model, thereby underscoring the importance of a dedicated dataset for singable lyric translations.

Keywords:Lyric Translation, K-pop Translation, Lyrics Information Processing

1. Introduction

Singable lyric translation is a common practice to

bolster the global resonance and appeal of music

across diverse genres, from opera and animated

musical songs (such as those from Disney) to chil-
dren’s songs and hymns (Mateo, 2012). With the

continuous globalization of music, the importance
and popularity of singable lyric translation are in-

creasing (Susam-Sarajeva, 2008), particularly on
social media platforms like YouTube.

Despite its widespread appeal, singable lyric

translation is acknowledged as a challenging dis-

cipline as it calls for a sufficient understanding of

musicology and linguistics (Spaeth, 1915; Susam-
Sarajeva, 2008). This challenge was under-

lined as far back as the 19th century by Richard

Wagner, who criticized the opera translations he

encountered, describing them as sounding like

textbooks because, in his view, the translators

lacked musical knowledge (Wagner, 1893). More-
over, previous research emphasizes that lyric

translation also requires solid cultural considera-

tion, given the distinct poetic norms of each lan-

guage (Low, 2008; Davies and Bentahila, 2008;
Cintrão, 2009). Consequently, due to these in-

herent intricacies, the study of lyric translation

remains largely unexplored. While some stud-

ies have endeavored to investigate singable lyric

translations, their research has primarily centered
onWestern languages, predominantly English and
German, and Western genres, such as opera and
animated musical songs (Franzon, 2005; Snell-
Hornby, 2007; Low, 2008; Anderman, 2017; Leni
and Pattiwael, 2019). To our knowledge, there has
been no comprehensive analysis of Korean pop

(K-pop) translations, despite their substantial pop-

Figure 1: An illustration of K-pop translation, fea-
turing “ID Peace B” by BoA, with English singable
lyrics, Korean singable lyrics, and their corre-

sponding non-singable English translations.

ularity on social platforms.
Another challenge in lyric translation studies is the

absence of a publicly available dataset. As far

as we can tell, no public singable lyric translation

dataset currently exists, creating a barrier to fully

deciphering the art of lyric translation. Hence, sys-
tematic analysis of singable lyric translation has

primarily relied on individual case studies (Fran-
zon, 2005; Cintrão, 2009; Åkerström, 2010; Leni
and Pattiwael, 2019). Moreover, while automatic

lyric translation has gained popularity, the de-

velopment of neural lyric translation models has

been largely dependent on semi-supervised meth-

ods (Guo et al., 2022; Ou et al., 2023) or privately
sourced datasets (Li et al., 2023).
To address these issues, we have compiled a

Korean-English lyric translation dataset, of which
approximately 89% comprises lyrics for K-pop

songs. This dataset, which contains lyrics for a

thousand songs, has beenmeticulously aligned on
a line-by-line and section-by-section basis by hu-

mans. The following section of this paper will delve
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Figure 2: An example of the alignment task, using “Beautiful” by Amber, alongwith its English and Korean
lyrics and their alignments with syllable counts in each language. We obtained the syllable counts by

employing the syllables library for English. For Korean, we simply counted the number of characters,
as each character in Korean corresponds to one syllable.

into the construction methodology and details of

the dataset. Moving further, we will uncover the

unique characteristics of K-pop translation that dif-

ferentiate it from previously extensively analyzed

genres, and demonstrate the application of our

dataset to the neural lyric translation task, reveal-
ing the necessity of singable lyrics dataset for the

enhancement of model performance. We will con-

clude the paper by highlighting the insights ac-

quired through our experiments using our dataset.

2. Dataset

In order to facilitate systematic analysis of lyric

translation and advance the development of neu-

ral lyric translation models, we introduce a novel

singable lyric translation dataset, which comprises
pairs of Korean-English lyrics for a thousand

songs: 886 K-pop songs, 62 animated musical

songs, 34 theatre songs, etc. This dataset in-

corporates essential metadata such as the name

of artist and track, and genre. In addition, it
presents meticulous line-by-line and section-by-

section alignments of English and Korean lyrics.
As we will later show, these alignments, although
requiring substantial manual effort as automation

is not possible, play a pivotal role in the processes
of analysis, neural model development, and evalu-
ation. Although the lyrics cannot be directly down-
loaded due to copyright issues, they can be ac-

cessed via public APIs or URLs. Additionally,
we provide an alignment code to aid in both line-

wise and section-wise analysis. Our dataset pri-
marily concentrates on K-pop, which constitutes

about 89% of the total data. Nevertheless, we
have intentionally included lyrics from other well-

studied genres, like animated musical songs (e.g.,
songs for Disney animation) or theatre songs, to
enable comparative analysis across genres. We

believe that this dataset offers value as it reveals

insights into K-pop lyric translation, a topic not suf-
ficiently explored in prior research, and the trans-

Sec-

tion

#

Line

#
English

Korean

(Non-singable English Translation)

1

1 You don’t know me You don’t know me

2 L-O-V-E or hatred L-O-V-E or hatred

3 Hit you with a smile, not goodbye
이별대신난순진한미소만
(Instead of a breakup,
I only have an innocent smile)

4
All the while,
I’ll be sure to leave you wonderin’

오늘도네품에안길래, oh
(So today, I’ll embrace you
in your arms again)

2

5 Oh, on the outside I’ll be all calm
아무것도모르는척
(Pretending to not know anything)

6 Baby no more real love Baby, no more real love

7 Imma pretend we’re going strong
너의곁에있어줄게
(I’ll stay by your side)

8 Then at the end, break your heart
마지막엔 break your heart

(In the end, I’ll break your heart.)

Table 1: Sample data illustrating the English ver-
sions and Korean versions of “Cry for Me” by
Twice

lation of lyrics between Korean and English, lan-
guages with substantial grammatical differences.
Despite the limited scope of genre and language,
we aim to provide insights into the importance of

a singable lyric dataset for a diverse array of aca-

demic pursuits. A snippet of the sample data is

depicted in Table 1. This dataset is available for

download via the provided link 1.

2.1. Source Corpora Collection

Our dataset includes both pairs of official lyrics for

the same songs, that have been officially released
in both Korean and English (e.g., a pair of Korean
and English versions of “Cry for Me” by Twice) and
pairs of official Korean lyrics and high-quality un-

official English singable translations (e.g., the of-

ficial Korean lyrics of “Attention” by New Jeans

and their singable translation by YouTuber Emily

Dimes). To ensure the quality of unofficial trans-

lations, we used sources from several YouTubers

that we judged to be reliable, after manually re-

1https://github.com/havenpersona/lt_dataset

https://github.com/havenpersona/lt_dataset
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viewing three or more of their translations. Includ-
ing unofficial translations, which take up 65.2% of

the entire dataset, significantly enhances the size
of our dataset.

2.2. Human Alignment

Owing to the subjective nature of lyric struc-

ture—with no universal agreement on what to call

a line and what to call a section—the internet-

sourced lyrics for the same song in English and

Korean are not aligned on a line-by-line or section-

by-section basis. Despite this, the neural model

development, evaluation, and analysis of singable
lyric translations require these alignments to iden-

tify the line-wise and section-wise correspondence

and relationship. We observed, however, that
automatically generating these alignments is cur-

rently unattainable. Some might propose syllable
counting as a potential alignment method. How-
ever, as it is common to modify melodies to fit

varying syllable counts, this method is not prac-

tical (Low, 2008; Hui-tung, 2019). Furthermore,
the inclusion of non-lexical vocables, like “oohs”
and “aahs,” in one language’s lyrics, and their

absence in the other, creates additional incon-

sistency and challenges in auto-alignment. Con-
sequently, we manually aligned lyrics line-by-line

and section-by-section to ensure that lyrics on the

same line share the same melodies and sections

are divided by the same criteria. To demonstrate
this alignment task, we provide Figure 2, which
uses “Beautiful” by Amber as an example. This
figure illustrates three main points: 1) the different
ways sections and lines can be separated, 2) how
the same line can consist of a varying number of

syllables, and 3) how the same nonlexical sound

can be represented in different ways (e.g., “yeah”
in English lyrics and “yeah yeah” in Korean lyrics),
which makes the auto-alignment unfeasible. On
the other hand, to ensure section-wise alignment,
we divided both the English and Korean texts in ac-

cordance with the division of the internet-sourced

lyrics in the original language. For example, since
the original language of “Beautiful” by Amber is

Korean, we divided the English lyrics into sections
by mirroring the structure of the internet-sourced

Korean lyrics.

3. Unpacking K-pop Translation

In this section, we aim to quantitatively compare

the attributes of K-pop translations with those of

other extensively researched genres and identify

the unique features of K-pop that set its transla-

tion process apart. We are basing our compari-

son on official translations of 234 K-pop songs, 62
animated musical songs, and 34 musical theatre

songs in our dataset.

Genre
Similarity

Semline Semsec

K-pop (included) 0.65 0.59
K-pop (excluded) 0.30 0.56

Animation 0.45 0.60
Theatre 0.32 0.53

Table 2: Line-wise and section-wise semantic sim-
ilarity between the original and translated lyrics for

K-pop songs, considering both instances where

untranslated English lyrics are included and where

they are excluded, animated musical songs, and
theatre songs.

3.1. Semantic Pattern

A unique characteristic of K-pop lies in its incor-

poration of both Korean and English within song

lyrics. Upon analyzing the K-pop songs in our

dataset, we found 30.2% of the lines are entirely

in English, and a blend of English and Korean is

observed in 20.7% of lines. In K-pop song transla-
tions into English, English lyrics often remain un-

translated, as illustrated in line 1, 2, and 6 of sam-
ple data provided in Table 1. As a result, a super-
ficial comparison between K-pop and other gen-

res could lead to the misconception that K-pop

has a high line-wise semantic similarity between

the original and translated lyrics. However, we ob-
served that this differs from real-world K-pop trans-

lation practices, which tend to focus on section-by-
section relationships. Using sample data from Ta-

ble 1 as an example, the English lyrics in line 5,
“Oh, on the outside I’ll be all calm,” don’t directly
align semantically with the Korean lyrics, “Pre-
tending to not know anything.” However, when
viewed at the section level, the English and Korean
lyrics of section 2 show the semantical relatedness

by sharing a love theme and a playful mood.

For our analysis, we numerically assessed se-

mantic textual similarity (sts) between English

and Korean lyrics. In order to do this, we fol-

lowed a method previously suggested (Kim et al.,
2023): calculating the cosine similarity between

the embeddings of the original and translated

lyrics, generated by a pre-trained sentence em-

bedding model (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019),
all-MiniLM-L6-v2 (Wang et al., 2020). Because
this model was trained using English language

data, Korean lyrics were automatically translated

into English using Google Translator before get-

ting their embeddings. For instance, the seman-

tic textual similarity between xi = “하나로 담긴
세상 (a world encapsulated as one)” and x̃i =

“log in together as one” (sts(xi, x̃i)) would be de-
termined by calculating the cosine similarity be-

tween the embeddings of “a world encapsulated

as one” and “log in together as one”. For a
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Figure 3: Density plots showing the distribution

of line-by-line semantic textual similarity (sts) be-
tween the English and Korean lyrics for K-pop

songs, considering both instances where untrans-
lated English lyrics are included and where they

are excluded, animated musical songs, and the-

atre songs.

comparative analysis, we obtained both line-wise

and section-wise semantic similarity. Given a pair
of lyrics X and X̃, each comprising m sections

{X1, ..., Xm}, {X̃1, ..., X̃m} and n lines {x1, ..., xn},
{x̃1, ..., x̃n}, previous study defined the line-wise

semantic similarity (Semline) and the section-wise
semantic similarity (Semsec) as below (Kim et al.,
2023), where n(Xi) refers to the number of lines

in the i-th section. (Therefore, n = n(X1) + …+

n(Xm).)

Semline(X, X̃) =
∑n

i=1(
1
nsts(xi, x̃i)). (1)

Semsec(X, X̃) =
∑m

i=1(
n(Xi)

n sts(Xi, X̃i)). (2)

Table 2 provides the line-wise (Semline) and

section-wise (Semsec) semantic similarities be-

tween the original and translated lyrics for K-pop

(both that include and exclude untranslated En-

glish lyrics), animated musical and theatre songs.
As expected, K-pop displays the highest line-wise
semantic similarity (Semline) when untranslated

lyrics are included. However, when those du-

plicated parts are excluded, this similarity dra-

matically drops to the lowest level among all the

groups. This is contrasted to animated musical

songs, which typically need to maintain a strong

line-by-line semantic similarity due to their close

ties with corresponding visual animations (see
Fig 3). In contrast, the section-wise semantic sim-
ilarity (Semsec) stays relatively steady, even with

the exclusion of untranslated parts. Therefore, it
can be inferred that the semantic relatedness be-

tween the original and translated K-pop lyrics ex-

ists on a section-by-section basis rather than on a

line-by-line basis.

3.2. Phoneme Repetition Pattern

The highly repetitive nature of K-pop is reflected

not only in melodies but also in the corresponding

Genre
Phodeg Phovar

en kr en kr

K-pop 0.69 0.67 0.15 0.15
Animation 0.79 0.79 0.10 0.10
Theatre 0.79 0.77 0.09 0.09

Table 3: The average values of Phodeg and

Phovar. Each signifies the degree and variability

of phoneme repetition, respectively.

lyrics, as they are composed to complement mu-

sic (Mahedero et al., 2005). To quantify the degree
of phoneme repetition, we leveraged the concept

of phoneme distinct-2 (pho), defined as the ratio

of distinct phoneme bigrams to the total number of

phoneme bigrams (Kim et al., 2023).

pho(Xi) =
unique bi-gram in Xi

total bi-gram in Xi
(3)

For example, consider a section with two lines X1

= {“On the winds can change”, “I’ll stray off the

path I’m walking”}. First, the section is decom-

posed into phonemes and <eos> token is added

to each line: “AA”, “N”, …,“CH”, “EY”, “N”, “JH”,
“<eos>”, “AY”, ..., “W”, “AO”, “K”, “IH”, “NG”,
and “<eos>”. Next, the decomposed components
are grouped into bi-grams: “AAN”, ..., “NJH”, “JH
<eos>”, ..., “IHNG”, “NG<eos>”. Finally, the pho

of the section X1 is obtained by dividing the num-

ber of unique bigrams by the total number of bi-

grams. Given that the number of unique bigrams
decreases with the repetition of phonemes, a low
pho value implies a higher degree of repetition,
and a higher ratio suggests the opposite.

To numerically represent the degree of phoneme

repetition for a single song (Phodeg), we averaged
out the pho value across all sections. To capture
the variability of phoneme repetition degree for a

song (Phovar) , we computed the standard devia-
tion of the pho values for each section within the

song. Table 3 presents the average degree and

variability (Phodeg and Phovar) of phoneme rep-

etition for K-pop, animated musical, and theatre

songs in our dataset. K-pop displays the lowest

average value, which suggests a high level of rep-
etition inherent to the genre. Additionally, it is note-
worthy that K-pop has the highest Phovar value.
This denotes significant variability, implying that a
typical K-pop song features a mix of highly repeti-

tive sections and others that are less so. As sug-
gested by previous studies, the extent of phoneme
repetition in original lyrics is mirrored in translated

versions (Drinker, 1950; Low, 2008). This is evi-
denced by the similar Phodeg and Phovar values
between the English and Korean versions in each

genres.
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Figure 4: Data utilization order during the training phase

4. Neural K-pop Translation

One of the research opportunities that our dataset

provides is the development of a model that can

automatically generate singable translations of

lyrics, using only textual data. Although past stud-
ies have relied on semi-supervised approaches

with human-translated non-singable lyrics due to

the unavailability of a public singable lyric transla-

tion dataset (Guo et al., 2022; Ou et al., 2023), we
present an example of building a neural network

model that automatically translates Korean pop

lyrics into English, using our dataset. To under-

score the potential role of a singable lyric transla-

tion dataset, we will further contrast the outcomes
of a fully semi-supervised approach versus a fine-

tuning approach. The usage examples are pro-

vided with two different approaches, line-wise and
section-wise. The results of these approaches will
be compared with those of a pre-trained English

to Koren translation model which isn’t specifically
designed for lyric translation but shares the same

architecture as our models.

4.1. Training

Due to the scarcity of both non-singable and

singable lyric translation datasets, a previous

study initially trained an English-to-Mandarin lyric

translation model with a general Mandarin-English

machine translation dataset (Guo et al., 2022).
Subsequently, the model was trained using non-

singable human-translated lyrics, treating the orig-
inal lyrics as the target and their translations

as the source. In parallel to this previous ap-

Hyperparameters Value

# of Layers 6

# of Attention heads 8

Batch size 8

Max position embeddings 1024

Warmup steps 500

Weight decay 0.1
Model size 2048

Vocabulary size 65051

Table 4: Model Hyperparameters.

proach, we began training a transformer-based

model (Vaswani et al., 2017), which adopts the

architecture of the Marian MT model (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018), using general transla-

tion dataset, with tokenizing source and tar-

get lyrics with a pre-trained Korean-English tok-

enizer (Tiedemann and Thottingal, 2020). This

was followed by the use of non-singable machine-

translated lyrics (instead of non-singable human-

translated lyrics, owing to the scarcity of aligned

data pairs of English lyrics and human-translated

non-singable Korean lyrics). Finally, we fine-

tuned the model with our singable lyric transla-

tion dataset. Unlike the previous methodology that
used melody information along with non-singable

lyrics as input, we only used textual data. Key hy-
perparameters utilized during this process are de-

tailed in Table 4.

4.2. Data Preprocessing

In order to match the syllable count, the previous

study built an English-to-Mandarin lyric translation
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model that integrated syllable tokens, which rep-

resent the number of syllables, at the beginning of
each source and target lyric line (Guo et al., 2022).
Because the efficacy of these tokens has been

only proven in Mandarin text generation, where
one character consistently corresponds to one syl-

lable, we compare models with syllable tokens

against those without them in order to study the

impact of syllable tokens on English text genera-

tion, where the count of characters does not nec-
essarily reflect the number of syllables.

We modified data in two different ways: line-wise
and section-wise, as seen in Figure 4. Below

are the details of data modification methods for

models that incorporate syllable tokens (<SYL>).
The methods to construct data for building mod-

els without <SYL> remain the same except for the

omission of the syllable tokens, and that sections
are split using <SEP> tokens instead of <SYL> to-

kens in the section-wise approach.

General We obtained 500,000 pairs of Korean

sentences and their corresponding English trans-

lations (Park et al., 2022). For line-wise training,
we simply incorporated syllable tokens <SYLs>,
where the value of s represents the total sylla-

ble count of each target sentence. As an exam-

ple, “annyeonghaseyo” and its English correspon-
dence “Hello” would be presented as “<SYL2>
annyeonghaseyo” and “<SYL2> Hello” because
“Hello” consists of two syllables. Note that the

s value does not have any relation with sylla-

ble counts for Korean segments. For section-

wise training, we randomly divided both Korean

and English sentences into n segments. Given

that the syllable counts for each English segment

are {s1, ..., sn}, we inserted tokens {<SYLs1>, ...,
<SYLsn>} prior to each segment, both in English

and Korean, while the order of <SYLn> remained

the same in both languages.

Non-singable LyricsWe sourced 10,000 English
lyrics randomly from the internet, which were then
automatically translated into Korean using Google

Translator. Here, the original English lyrics acted
as the target, while the machine-translated Korean
lyrics were used as the source. For line-wise train-
ing, syllable tokens representing the total sylla-

ble count of each line were inserted. For section-
wise training, we determined the syllable counts of
each target line {s1, ..., sn} within a section. Conse-
quently, tokens {<SYLs1>, ..., <SYLsn>} were placed
preceding each respective source and target line.
The order of lines within a section was randomly

shuffled for data augmentation while the shuffled

order remained the same in both languages, as
we observed that a section with shuffled lines of-

ten still lyrically makes sense.

Singable Lyrics We employed our singable lyric

translation dataset to fine-tune our models. For

both line-wise and section-wise training, we in-

serted syllable tokens before each line. In the line-
wise approach, each line was treated as individual
data, while in the section-wise approach, the en-

tire section was considered one data unit and the

order of lines within a section was randomly shuf-

fled.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

Researchers have suggested that traditional

methods for analyzing conventional text gener-

ation are not appropriate for lyrics, given their

unique linguistic characteristics (Watanabe and

Goto, 2020). As a result, prior study for automat-
ically assessing lyric translations concentrated on

comparing lyrical features of the original lyrics to

those of the translated lyrics without using a ref-

erence (Kim et al., 2023) rather than using tra-

ditional metrics for machine translation evalua-

tion. In alignment with these previously suggested
methods, we compared the source lyrics to those
automatically translated by our models, focusing
on syllable count, semantics, and phonetics
To numerically assess the generated lyrics’ syl-
lable count, which is one of the most important

factors that determine the singability, we used

two metrics: the error rate and the syllable count

distance (SCD). The error rate is defined as the

rate at which the model generates lines with in-

correct syllable counts. On the other hand, the
SCD is defined in the following way (Kim et al.,
2023). Suppose that we have a pair of original

lyrics X and translated lyrics X̃, each consisting

of n lines, where syllable counts for each line are
represented as {s1, ..., sn} and {s̃1, ..., s̃n}. For ex-
ample, if “I’ll stray off the path I’m walking” is the
second line of the Korean lyrics, and “haneureul-
pihae-sumji (하늘을 피해 숨지)” is its equivalent

line in the English lyrics, then s2 equals 8 and s̃2
equals 7. The SCD is calculated as shown below.

SCD(X, X̃) = 1
2n

∑n
i=1(

|si−s̃i|
si

+ |si−s̃i|
s̃i

) (4)

As for the semantics, we evaluated section-wise

semantic similarity by using Equation 2 (Semsec)
and semantic coherence between lines by using

the BERT-based next sentence prediction (NSP)
model (Devlin et al., 2019). While the NSP task

was originally proposed to predict whether two

sentences given are logically connected, we used
the model to evaluate whether two consecutive

lines are generated in a coherent manner. To

achieve this, we fine-tuned a pre-trained NSP

model, bert-based-uncased2, using English lyrics
from 7,103 songs that are not included in our train-
ing and evaluation data. Given all pairs of consec-
utively generated (translated) lines, we averaged

2https://huggingface.co/google-bert/bert-base-
uncased
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out the predicted probability of whether two lines

are consecutive or not, which we will call the NSP
score in this paper.

Finally, we quantitatively assessed the degree and
variability of phoneme repetition by obtaining the

average value and standard deviation of the pho

across all sections (Phodeg and Phovar) for each
song as we did in the previous section.

4.4. Quantitative Results

Given that none of our evaluation methods re-

quire a reference, we used external data: lyrics
from 2,038 K-pop songs that are divided by sec-

tions, but not accompaniedwith corresponding En-
glish translations. We ensured that these lyrics

did not duplicate any songs present in our train-

ing data. When drawing inferences from models

with <SYLs> tokens, the value of s during the infer-
ence phase was determined based on the sylla-

ble count of each line in the source lyrics contrary

to the training phase, where the s value was in-

troduced based on the syllable count of the target

lyrics. To generate inferences for a single section,
composed of n lines, the line-wise approach mod-
els inferred on a line-by-line basis, thereby requir-
ing n inference iterations, while the generation of

section-wise approach models involved one itera-

tion. The baseline model made inference only on
a line-by-line basis, as it does not have the abil-

ity to split a translated section into lines. To draw
inference, we used the beam search method, one
of the most popular search methods in machine

translation tasks (Leblond et al., 2021), with four

beams.

Syllable Count and Semantics When the mod-

els were fine-tuned with our dataset, there was a

notable reduction in the average SCD and error

rate (see Table 5). For instance, after fine-tuning
the section-wise model using our dataset without

<SYL>, the SCD dropped from 0.45 to 0.23, and the
error rate decreased from 0.78 to 0.73. This sug-
gests that the model could adapt to match syllable

counts when learning from pairs of singable lyrics,
even without explicit training for syllable count

matching. The ability to match syllable counts was
further enhanced when models were trained with

<SYL> tokens, as evidenced by the significantly low
average SCD and error rate values compared to

those without and the baseline model. This under-
scores the effectiveness of <SYL> tokens in match-
ing syllable counts in English textual data.

These improvements were achieved at the ex-

pense of semantic similarity, as suggested by the
decline in the Semsec from the baseline model to

semi-supervised models and further decline from

the semi-supervised to fine-tuned models. We

interpret that they have learned to make a bal-

ance between semantics and singability. This

Input/

Output

Form

Training

Approach

Syllable Count Semantics

SCD
Error

Rate
Semsec NSP

Baseline

(Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018)
0.34
(0.10)

0.77
0.71
(0.08)

0.47
(0.08)

Line-wise

Semi-supervised
0.29
(0.31)

0.75
0.64
(0.09)

0.51
(0.07)

Semi-supervised

(+<SYL>)
0.08
(0.20)

0.48
0.68
(0.09)

0.50
(0.08)

Fine-tuned
0.16
(0.16)

0.69
0.66
(0.10)

0.49
(0.07)

Fine-tuned

(+<SYL>)
0.08
(0.38)

0.42
0.62
(0.12)

0.51
(0.07)

Section-wise

Semi-supervised
0.45
(0.56)

0.78
0.64
(0.12)

0.58
(0.07)

Semi-supervised

(+<SYL>)
0.18
(0.12)

0.71
0.68
(0.09)

0.54
(0.07)

Fine-tuned
0.23
(0.28)

0.73
0.59
(0.12)

0.57
(0.08)

Fine-tuned

(+<SYL>)
0.09
(0.11)

0.56
0.60
(0.11)

0.54
(0.07)

Dataset
0.10
(0.04)

-
0.59
(0.15)

0.57
(0.07)

Table 5: Comparative evaluation of syllable count
and semantics, presenting the average value and
associated standard deviation for each metric.

interpretation aligns with real-world lyric transla-

tion practices where semantics are often sacri-

ficed to enhance singability. This is evidenced

by the statistics of the fine-tuned models, espe-
cially those trained with <SYL>, that closely mirror
those of K-pop songs in our dataset. Therefore,
we conclude that the models most accurately em-

ulate real-world translation patterns when trained

with our dataset using <SYL>. (Note that while they
achieved a degree of SCD comparable to that of

the dataset, they still struggled to maintain the ex-
act syllable counts, as indicated by significant error
rates. This is due to the nature of English, distinct
from that of Mandarain, where identical tokens do
not consistently equate to the same number of syl-

lables and the same phrases are not always per-

ceived to have an equivalent syllable count.)

While achieving decent performance in terms of

syllable count and semantic similarity, the line-

wise models displayed low semantic coherence,
as indicated by a smaller NSP score than the

section-wise models. This is due to the inherent

characteristic of the line-wise models that requires

making inferences without considering preceding

or subsequent lines. It is also noteworthy that the
baseline model showed the lowest NSP score as-

sumably because the model failed to coherently

capture the lyrical nuances of each line.

Phonetic Pattern The baselinemodel struggles to

replicate the repetitive phonetic pattern, an impor-
tant lyrical characteristic of K-pop, as suggested

by a notably higher Phodeg value compared to

the source lyrics (see Table 6). A similar trend
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Figure 5: Automatic translations of “In & Out” by Red Velvet, generated by the baseline model (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018) as well as the semi-supervised and fine-tuned models provided with the original
lyrics, their pronunciation, and meanings for comparison. When the syllable count of the generated lyrics

exceeds the target count, two or more syllables are put under one note considered to be easily arranged
by a music expert. When the syllable count of the generated lyrics is less than the target count, one or
more notes, considered “musically removable”, are not accompanied by lyrics in the score.

Input/

Output

Form

Training

Approach
Phodeg Phovar

Baseline (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) 0.70 0.14

Line-wise

Semi-supervised 0.70 0.14

Semi-supervised (+<SYL>) 0.68 0.13

Fine-tuned 0.66 0.13

Fine-tuned (+<SYL>) 0.64 0.13

Section-wise

Semi-supervised 0.61 0.18

Semi-supervised (+<SYL>) 0.66 0.14

Fine-tuned 0.53 0.18

Fine-tuned (+<SYL>) 0.63 0.13

Source 0.64 0.13

Table 6: Comparative evaluation of phonetic pat-
terns.

is observed in line-wise models without <SYL> to-

kens. On the other hand, the section-wise models
without <SYL> also displayed significant disparities
from the source lyrics in Phodeg value, but in a dif-
ferent manner: these models exhibited excessive
repetition with amarkedly high degree of variability

because they occasionally generated the identical

phrase too frequently within a section.

When trained with <SYL> tokens, the models

adeptly emulated the repetitive nuances of K-pop

lyrics with stability, as they know when to continue

and when to halt generation. The ability of these

models to mirror the repetitive patterns was fur-

ther enhanced when fine-tuned with our dataset

by learning from real-world examples. As a re-

sult, they produced English lyrics with Phodeg val-
ues aligning closely with the source Korean lyrics

in both line-wise and section-wise approaches.
Based on our observation that the Phodeg and

Phovar values of the original lyrics are reflected

in the translated lyrics, we can infer that the model
learns the unique phonetic pattern of K-pop when

fine-tuned with our dataset using <SYL> tokens.

4.5. Qualitative Results

We present inference examples drawn by the

baseline model as well as self-supervised and

fine-tuned models trained with <SYL> for a sec-

tion from the K-pop song “In & Out” by Red Vel-

vet in Figure 5. For simplicity, we will denote line-
wise and section-wise semi-supervised models as

SS-Line and SS-Sect, and line-wise and section-

wise fine-tuned models as FT-Line and FT-Sect,
respectively.
Syllable Counts and Semantics The baseline

model’s generated lyrics showed a significant dif-
ference in syllable counts with the original lyrics,
failing to maintain singability. For instance, the
fifth bar contains six notes and therefore, the origi-
nal lyrics corresponding to this part have six sylla-

bles (Jo-a-ha-neun-geo-ya). However, the base-

line model produced lyrics with only three sylla-

bles, making them unsingable, even with minor

melody adjustments. On the other hand, the trans-
lations of semi-supervised and fine-tuned models

generated lyrics with syllable counts comparable

to those of the source lyrics.
The original lyrics in the second bar, “I want to
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make you mad (화나게 하고 싶어)”, were trans-

lated by the baseline and semi-supervised section-

wisemodel (SS-Sect) into “I wanna piss you off”, a
direct translation of the original meaning. Despite
successfully reflecting the original meaning, it con-
tains 6 syllables, while the original lyrics consist of
7 syllables. Conversely, the FT-Sect model suc-

cessfully generated a 7-syllable line, “I think I’m
crazy for you”, which is not an accurate translation
of the corresponding line. However, given that the
original lyrics express deep affection for someone,
we interpret that the FT-Sect model effectively

captured the overall mood and topic of the song,
yielding a decent (though not higher than SS-

Sect) section-wise semantic similarity (Semsec).
Moreover, the output from the FT-Sect model em-

ploys more lyrical expressions typically found in

English lyrics about love, whereas the SS-Sect

model, while achieving literal accuracy, fails to ex-
press love naturally in English. A similar tendency

is observed in the line-wise models. The semi-

supervised line-wise model (SS-line)’s generated
lyrics, “I wanna make you mad”, failed to have

accurate syllable counts while achieving semantic

accuracy. Conversely, the lyrics translated by the
fine-tuned line-wise model (FT-line), “I want you to
stay with me” maintained the number of syllables
but not in semantic accuracy, while successfully

capturing the topic, mood, and lyrical expression.
These examples further suggest that the mod-

els, when fine-tuned with a singable lyrics trans-

lation dataset, have learned to prioritize singability
over semantic accuracy, reflecting real-world lyrics
translation practices.

This example further illustrates the semantic inco-

herence of line-wise models, particularly the self-

supervised model. For example, the consecu-

tive lines, “He was like this I was I” and “I don’t
know my mind, yeah”, not only lack sensibility but
also a logical connection. Conversely, the FT-sect
model consistently focuses on expressing love for

someone, without performing a direct word-for-

word translation. This results in lower semantic

accuracy but a reasonably good level of semantic

coherence.

Phonetic Pattern The original (source) lyrics and
melody lines in Figure 5 feature highly repetitive

characteristics of K-pop. Similarly, both semi-

supervised and fine-tuned models show the repet-

itive phonetic pattern. However, the ability of the

line-wise model to create a sense of repetition is

naturally limited to line-wise repetition, as seen

in phrases like “I miss you, I miss you” in bar 6.
Conversely, the section-wise model can generate
a sense of repetition on a section-wise basis, as
demonstrated in phrases like “Oh baby I want you”
repeated in bars 1, 5, and 6. This capability results
in the FT-sect model having a lower Phodeg value

than the FT-line model, as it captures the repeat-
ing patterns across the section.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a novel singable lyrics
dataset that precisely aligns Korean and English

lyrics for a thousand songs on a line-by-line and

section-by-section basis. As we demonstrated,
this alignment is pivotal for analyzing and eval-

uating lyric translations. Unlike previous transla-

tion studies that primarily focused on Western lan-

guages and genres, our study targets Korean pop.
Weutilized this dataset to analyze the unique char-

acteristics of K-pop translations in terms of seman-

tic and phonetic patterns. Additionally, we first

suggested that a singable lyrics dataset can be

used to build a neural model that translates lyrics

into singable forms, even without musical informa-
tion given, as the model draws inferences from

lyrics that are already singable. We compared two

approaches to construct a neural lyric translation

model, line-wise and section-wise, along with ob-
serving the effectiveness of <SYL> for these ap-

proaches, offering insights into the development

of neural models capable of translating text akin

to lyrics with structured line-by-line and section-

by-section characteristics, such as poetry. We

hope that this paper will expand the boundaries of

singable lyric translation studies and offer valuable

insights into this field.

6. Ethics Statement

In the pursuit of advancing the field of singable

lyric translation, we have considered various eth-

ical aspects to ensure the responsible conduct of

our work.

• Transparency: We are committed to main-

taining transparency in our research method-

ology and dataset creation process. All pre-
processing steps, alignment procedures, and
model training techniques used in this study

are fully disclosed in the paper to enable re-

producibility and invite further ethical scrutiny.

• Accessibility: In contemplation of accessi-

bility to facilitate further research and repro-

ducibility, we will make our dataset publicly

available upon acceptancce.

• Inclusivity: Aiming to contribute to a repre-

sentation of an under-researched genre, in-
clusivity and respect for cultural diversity were

foundational principles guiding our research.

Finally, we recognize that our research may have
broader societal and cultural impacts particularly

in promoting cross-cultural understanding through

music and language.
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Sec-

tion

#

Line

#
English (EN) Korean (KR)

1

1 I know I know

2 Our love ain’t anything to fight for 고쳐쓸가치도없단걸
3 But I’ll never break out of the cycle 하지만그녀와달리난널

4
I don’t really wanna let you go
(Never let go)

쉽게놔줄맘이없거든 (Never let go)

2

5 You don’t know me You don’t know me

6 L-O-V-E or hatred L-O-V-E or hatred

7 Hit you with a smile, not goodbye 이별대신난순진한미소만

8
All the while, I’ll be sure to leave you
wonderin’

오늘도네품에안길래, oh

3

9 Oh, on the outside I’ll be all calm 아무것도모르는척
10 Baby no more real love Baby, no more real love
11 Imma pretend we’re going strong 너의곁에있어줄게
12 Then at the end, break your heart 마지막엔 break your heart

4

13 Bad boy, bad boy Bad boy, bad boy

14
Yeah, you really make me a mad
girl, mad girl

Yeah, you really make me a mad
girl, mad girl

15 Woah-oh-oh Woah-oh-oh

5

16 I want you to cry, cry for me I want you to cry, cry for me

17
Thе way I cried for you, baby, cry
for me

내가울었던것처럼 cry for me

18 Make your rain fall, cry for mе Make your rain fall, cry for me
19 But again But, again

6

20
Somehow you keep me goin’ round
and round

조금씩조금씩또빠져가

21
All the walls I built around me come

crashin’ down
사랑에내결심이또무너져가

22 Makin’ excuses, gotta drown ’em out 용서할핑계를만들어가

23
I want you to, I want you to, I want
you to cry

I want you to, I want you to, I want
you to cry for me

24 Hmm, yeah Hmm, yeah

7

25 I don’t know if I’m just I don’t know너란놈
26 In too deep and I’m confused 미워질줄모르고

27

All my friends hate your guts but I’m
still defending you (Ooh; Yah yah,
yah yah)

친구들한텐또너를감싸주는중
(Ooh; Yah yah, yah yah)

28
I can’t seem to cut you loose (Yah
yah, yah yah; Mmm, yeah)

바보가돼버렸군 (Yah yah, yah
yah; Mmm, yeah)

8

29
Ooh, don’t know how you keep on

laughin’ everyday
Ooh, 너왜자꾸나를보며웃는데

30
Just a single tear from you, I’d be
okay (Ooh)

딱한번의눈물이면되는데 (Ooh)

31
Cry for me, let me please forgive
you, oh

Cry for me, let me please forgive
you, oh

9

32 Oh on the outside I’ll be all calm 아무것도모르는척
33 Baby just like real love Baby, just like real love
34 Tellin’ myself we’re going strong 마지막기회야어서
35 If it’s the end, break your heart 보여줘봐 your true love

10

36 Bad boy, bad boy Bad boy, bad boy

37
Yeah, you really make me a sad girl,
sad girl (Sad girl, sad girl)

Yeah, you really make me a sad girl,
sad girl (Sad girl, sad girl)

38 Woah-oh-oh Woah-oh-oh

11

39 I want you to cry, cry for me I want you to cry, cry for mе

40
Thе way I cried for you, baby, cry
for me

내가울었던것처럼 cry for me

41 Make your rain fall, cry for mе Make your rain fall, cry for mе
42 But again But again

12

43
Somehow you keep me goin’ round
and round

조금씩조금씩또빠져가

44
All the walls I built around me come

crashin’ down
사랑에내결심이또무너져가

45 Makin’ excuses, gotta drown ’em out 용서할핑계를만들어가

46
I want you to, I want you to, I want
you to cry for me

I want you to, I want you to, I want
you to cry for me
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13

47 If love is a game 사랑이란게
48 Don’t want to play 너무혹독해
49 You poison my veins 미운마음도
50 Then take it all away 다녹아버리게해
51 I’m chasin’ that taste 또다시원해
52 I want your kiss, yeah, yeah, yeah 널내곁에 yeah, yeah, yeah

14

53 I want you to cry, cry for me I want you to cry, cry for me

54
Can you at least pretend, baby, cry
for me

너연기라도해빨리 cry for me

55 Make your rain fall Make your rain fall

56 Fall and fall now, yeah Fall and fall now, yeah

15

57 I want you to cry, cry for me I want you to cry, cry for me

58
The way I cried for you, baby, cry
for me

내가울었던것처럼 cry for me

59 Make your rain fall, cry for me Make your rain fall, cry for me
60 But again But again

16

61
Somehow you keep me goin’ round
and round

조금씩조금씩또빠져가

62
All the walls I built around me come

crashin’ down
사랑에내결심이또무너져가

63 Makin’ excuses, gotta drown ’em out 용서할핑계를만들어가

64
I want you to, I want you to, I want
you to die for me

I want you to, I want you to, I want
you to die for me

Table 7: A pair of lyrics for official English and Korean versions of “Cry for Me” by Twice
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Property Count

Songs 1000

Total sections 11330

Unique sections (Korean) 9119

Unique sections (English) 9040

Total lines 59054

Unique lines (Korean) 39134

Unique lines (English) 38536

Unique vocabulary (Korean) 7570

Unique vocabulary (English) 16086

Table 8: Dataset Statistics.

A. Sample Data

Table 7 shows a pair of official English and Ko-

rean versions of “Cry for Me” by Twice. Please
note that we do not own the rights to these lyrics.
Our dataset simply provides public API access to

the lyrics and the code for their line-by-line and

section-by-section alignment.

B. Dataset Statistics

Table 8 shows the key properties of our dataset,
along with their respective counts. To determine

the number of Korean vocabulary items during the

statistical gathering process, we used a morpho-

logical analyzer (Park and Cho, 2014) with exclud-
ing the English parts in the Korean version lyrics.
On the other hand, counting the number of English
vocabulary was achieved through simple whites-

pacing. Owing to the repetitive nature of lyrics, the
numbers of unique sections and lines are less than

the total count of sections and lines.

C. Training Details

Each dataset (General, Machine Translated

Lyrics, Singably Translated Lyrics) was split in

a 9:1 ratio for the training and validation sets.
We trained our models to minimize the Negative

Log Likelihood (NLL) by comparing the predicted

probability distribution to the ground truth at each

epoch. We stopped the training if there was no

reduction in the loss function observed for three

consecutive epochs when tested on the validation

set, with optimization achieved through the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Key hyperpa-
rameters utilized during this process are detailed

in Table 4.
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